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Mustafa Kocak in Turkey- torture after torture- 

innocent imprisoned and fighing with death fast 
 

Dear friends, human rights defenders! 

we can't stop to write these alarming information to you. Every day news of injustice are 

coming and we dont want to watch the family of Mustafa Kocak while facing this pain. 

Mustafa is in a terrible situation due to the arbitrariness and tyranny of the Turkish state. 

He is in Kiriklar prison. Above you will have shortly explained the whole case. We want 

to share with you the video of his sister, in front of prison for weeks with the family 

Kocak, waiting that he might leave and survive.. 

  

He will die and European Human rights organisations yet didn't respond to our calls, a few 

deputies sent a letter or made a press statements.  

We need to push the Justice Ministry, also for musician of Grup Yorum brahim Gökcek, 

who could also die very soon..His friend, singer of the band Grup Yorum died on 288th 

day of hungerstrike, on 3rd April. 

  

Both cases explained below. 

Thanks for taking time. Please react with all possible means. 

Solidarity!  

All other infos and news on: 

Free Grup Yorum  Twitter and Facebook! 
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MUSTAFA KOCAK'S SISTER TELLS IN TEARS THE ONGOING INJUSTICE. THIS 

FAMILY WILL LOSE THEIR YOUNG SON AND BROTHER IF YOU IF WE DON'T 

PUSH THE AKP GOVERNMENT TO STOP THIS TYRANNY-    

https://www.facebook.com/359325444942815/videos/153370839425775/ 

Hear this Voice. Its the elder sister of Mustafa Kocak. She explains that their lawyers are 

waiting in Izmir for  2 days to see Mustafa but still not allowed to visit him for weeks. 

Yesterday the family had a telephone conversation with Mustafa, the prison interrupted the 

phone call after 6 minutes, while usually he should have right to speak 10 minutes. This 

was just in the moment the lawyer wanted to talk about his health issue and application for 

medical treatment.. Sister Mine Kocak says, all doors are closed to get justice, it's an order 

from above they say. Please help us! 

  

What is above! Justice ministry? We call again all deputies, politicians, responsible in the 

government's to intervene as far as they are defenders of democracy! 

This is the call of the sister of an innocent man who will die or better be killed by Turkish 

government maybe in the next few days. 

Mustafa is on death fast for 290 days against a life sentence only for a fair trial that is 

rejected to him. Why do we continue to watch this??!   

  

THESE ARE OUR CALLS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY 

COMMITTEE FOR MUSTAFA KOCAK AND GRUP YORUM: 

*** 

LETS DEMAND JUSTICE! 

 

Mustafa Kocak was a young man (28) full of life. 

An unjust verdict by a Turkish court changed his life and brought him on the brink of 

death. Even under torture, he didn't accept to be an accomplice to the political crimes and 

games of the anti-terror police, who wanted him to give names and to testify against 
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dissidents of the AKP. This is how he became the scapegoat for an action he didn't 

commit. Another person within opposition was forced to sign a police protocol against 

Mustafa Kocak. The result is a severe life sentence (+42 years), which really means a 

whole life in prison. 

The prosecution had nothing to present against him except of this police protocol. And the 

person who signed it might be the most unlucky man now, regretting what he did and 

pulling back his statement.. But the justice in Turkey obviously don't want to get the law 

in force, since it just confirmed a decision of police and prosecution without asking for 

proofs and now rejecting proofs on favor of defense.His family and lawyers aren't even 

allowed to see him im prison due to a Covid-19 visit ban. 

The only way to get justice for Mustafa and many other people who live this injustice, is 

to raise your voice and send messages to the Justice Ministry in Turkey. 

Please share on Twitter and Facebook: 

#MustafaKocakMustLive 

#MustafaKoçakYaşamalıdır 

#FreeMustafaKocak 

@abdulhamitgul 

Make a call or write to the: 

Ministry of Justice 

06659 KIZILAY / ANKARA 

telefon: +90 (0312) 417 77 70 

Fax +90 (0312) 419 33 70 

E-Mail: info@adalet.gov.tr 

 

 

 


